INTRODUCTION
Non-Hodgkin's malignant lymphoma is currently the most common malignant hematological disease, with constant incidence over the years.
The term "diffuse large B cell lymphoma" (DLBCL) covers a heterogeneous group of lymphomas characterized by a diffuse proliferation composed of large B cells. This category includes less common subtypes, such as large B cell lymphoma (thymic), intravascular B lymphoma and primary effusion lymphomas. This type of lymphoma may arise primarily in a lymph node or extra-lymph node and it may appear de novo or represent a transformation of a low grade lymphoma, Hodgkin's lymphoma predominant nodular lymphocytes, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (Richter's syndrome) [1] [2] [3] . Diffuse large B cell lymphoma is a monoclonal lymphocytic proliferation exhibiting both clinically and biologically marked heterogeneity. Most of these lymphomas originate in lymph nodes, but ≤ 40% of cases have primary extra-lymph node location. From a molecular, history and clinical presentation point of view, diffuse large B-cell lymphomas are distinct entities 4, 5 .
Depending on the gene expression profile (GEP), two distinct biological groups according to cellular origin are identified: germinal center subtype (GCB) and activated cell subtype (ABC). Taking into consideration this classification, there is a small subgroup which does not belong to these two categories. Patients with ABC subtype have a higher risk of not responding to modern therapies, thus becoming a subgroup in the advanced risk group in the rituximab era of unknown clinical significance, but with a good response to the new therapeutic strategies (bortezomib, lenalidomide or ibrutinib) [6] [7] [8] . C-MYC is one of the essential transcription factors that play a role in various cellular functions including proliferation, growth and apoptosis, cell cycle, adhesion, cellular metabolism, mitochondrial function and survival. The proto-oncogene c-MYC, located on chromosome 8q24, is one of the most common genes involved in human carcinogenesis [8] [9] . C-MYC rearrangements are identified in 5-15% of DLBCL NOS cases [8] [9] [10] , but protein expression is identified in a larger percentage, of approximately 30-50% of DLBCL cases 11, 12 , representing other mechanisms of activation of c-MYC expression, such as amplification or mutation of microRNA. Results. Six, respectively four, patients of the total cohort were MYC/BCL2 and MYC/BCL6 positive and only 3 were MYC/BCL2/BCL6 triple positive. The median overall survival was 6 months, 95% confidence interval (CI)) for triple expression and 13 months (CI 95%) for MYC/BCL2, respectively MYC/BCL6 dual expression. Complete therapeutical response was registered in 2 patients with triple expression and 4, respectively 2 patients, with MYC/BCL2 and BCL6 dual expression. Relapse was registered in 1 patient, either MYC/BCl2 dual positivity respectively triple positivity, and in 2 patients with MYC/BCL6 positivity. Conclusions. Our study has showed that the double and triple positivity expression in DLBCL have a low incidence (15%) and are correlated with poor survival, the prognosis being unfavorable.
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low progression-free survival, increased risk of central nervous system disease relapse in patients treated with R-CHOP [13] [14] [15] . Also, c-MYC amplification is an unfavorable prognostic factor, amplified by BCL2 and BCL6 rearrangements, respectively. The double-hit (DHL) and the triple-hit (THL) show both c-MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangements, and the latter presents all three rearrangements, designating lymphomas as high grade according to the WHO 2016 revision [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . DHL refers to both DHL and THL, BCL2 rearrangements occurring in 80-90% of cases, while BCL 6 rearrangements represent only 5% of DHL / THL cases; THL represents 8% of all DHL / THL. DHL represents 10% of all DLBCLs and 20% of high grade lymphomas transformed from a small cell lymphoma B. Patients with DHL have a poor prognosis, independent of IPI, being refractory to chemotherapy and dying within the first year since diagnosis.
FISH is the gold standard for DHL diagnosis; approximately 93% of total DHL originate in the germ center and express CD 10, but those with c-MYC and BCL 6 rearrangements are CD 10 negative, IRF4/ MUM1 positive, less BCL 2 positive and less complex cytology. DHL with c-MYC/ BCL2 rearrangements shows a TP53 mutation in intermediate lymphomas between DLBCL and Burkitt's lymphoma, whereas in DHL with c-MYC/ BCL 6 rearrangements this mutation is missing; the accumulation of chromosomal changes that interest this additional gene, c-MYC, BCL2 and BCL6, have an important prognostic role 17, 19 . Interaction of BCL 6 with post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms (ex CREBBP/ EP300) 20 and FBX011 mutation, represents a positive transcriptional regulator in 5% of cases 21 . Chromosomal location of the BCL 6 locus is present in over 35% of DLBCL. BCL6 is a transcriptional inhibitor that binds specific target gene promoter sequences, modulating their expression by interacting with distinct co-inhibitory complexes 22 . BCL 6 plays an essential role in lymphoma genesis, representing a therapeutic target through BCL6 inhibitory molecules with potential anti-lymphoma activity, and also has a strong synergy in combination with other therapies [23] [24] [25] . In the current practice for this classification, the most widely used diagnostic algorithm is the Hans algorithm. The Hans algorithm uses three markers (CD 10 positive marker for the germinal center, BCL6 marker useful for germinal center and non-germinal center, MUM1 marker for post germinal center). According to this algorithm, large cell diffuse lymphoma is divided into the CGB (germinal center cell) and non-CGB subtype (activated cell) 26 .
The double-hit and triple-hit lymphomas are characterized by chromosomal rearrangements of both MYC and BCL2 or BCL6, the prognosis being unfavorable, but with a low incidence (15%). Immunohistochemical analysis of overexpression of both MYC and BCL2/BCL6 has significant prognostic significance. Overexpression of the two or three markers may occur in the absence of chromosomal rearrangements 27,28 .
THE OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY was to search the correlations of the double or triple expression of c-MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 markers, with clinical survival data of patients with diffuse large B cell lymphoma.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Patient selection
We included 80 patients diagnosed with diffuse large B cell lymphoma treated in the Hematology Department of the Colțea Clinical Hospital, Bucharest, over a 5 years period of time, treated with RCHOP (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone). The histopathological and immunohistochemical studies were carried out in the Department of Pathology of Coltea Clinical Hospital and of Emergency University Hospital of Bucharest.
Tissue collection and pathological review We performed IHC assays to evaluate CD10, MUM1, BCL6, BCL2 and c-MYC expression to further classify these tumors. As part of this Registry effort, an experienced pathologist centrally reviewed hematoxylin-eosin slides for all patients in order to confirm histological classification and record standard pathological features. The following antibodies and dilutions were used: CD 10 (Novocastra dilution of 1 :60), MUM1 (Novocastra dilution of 1:100), BCL6 (Novocastra dilution of 1:50), BCL2 Novocastra dilution of 1:150), c-MYC (Cell Marque dilution of 1:150). Percentage and intensity of stained tumor cells were scored according to Remmele 29 . The immunohistochemical stains were counted at tumor hotspots (positive nuclei/100 cells, documented in percentage), CD 10 and BCL 6 were considered positive when more than 30% of the hotspots were positive, MUM 1 was positive in over 40% of the hotspots, BCL2 was positive in over 50% of the hotspots, MYC was considered positive in over 40% of the diagnostic hotspots.
Patient's material was anonymous and the study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Coltea Clinical Hospital and was performed according to the standards established in the Declaration of Helsinki.
Statistical Methods
Analyses were performed with R and STA TIS-TICS programs. For univariate analysis, the Likelihood Ratio, Fisher exact tests, Mann-Whitney, were used to compare the continuous and discontinuous variables. Survival analysis was performed using the Kaplan-Meier method compared to the log-rank test.
RESULTS
Comparison of clinical and pathological features
After histopathological review, 80 patients were included in the study (Table 1) . Tumors were collected from 41 male and 39 female, with ages between 19 years old and 87 years old with an average of 57.26 years old.
In log rank test and univariate COX analysis, patients had poorer OS in the female cohort, higher clinical performance status (ECOG) and a better outcome in patients who received Rituximab in their treatment.
The presence of B symptoms (weight loss, profuse sweating and fever without infectious causes) is considered an unfavorable prognostic factor. 44 of the patients in the study group (55%) had B symptoms, the remaining 36 patients (45%) being asymptomatic.
Based on the findings of Ann Arbor stage, there is an apparent prevalence of 63.3% disseminated disease versus 36.7%, a phenomenon that could be interpreted in the context of a delayed presentation of patients to the doctor or possible delays of diagnosis for this type of lymphoma due to lack of experience or lack of technical resources. Patients with early clinical stages (stage I and II) had better outcome than patients with advanced clinical stages (stage III and stage IV). Four of them registered death until the end of the study.
Of all the patients in the present study, 25 had a bulky disease and had registered 3 deaths; there was only one death in patients without bulky disease. Correlation of clinical aspects (survival) of the two cohorts, a statistically significant difference is obtained (p value = 0.007). According to the Hans algorithm, there were 33 patients diagnosed with germinal center (CGB) and 39 cells with activated/ non-germinal center (non-CGB).
The complete therapeutic response was recorded in 47 patients, representing just over half (58.8%) of the cases, while 24 responded partially, and the remaining 11.3% were non-responsive.
The relapse was recorded in 24 of the patients, representing 30% and the rest, approximately three quarters, respectively 56 patients, did not show relapse.
Comparison of immunohistochemical staining of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6
Six of the total patients included in the study had MYC and BCL2 positivity, 2 of which had 2 deaths, 8,5% presenting complete therapeutic response and 16,7% were non-responsive. The mean survival to death was 13,750 months with median survival of 13.00 months (p value = 0, 000) ( Figure 1 ). Four patients showed positive MYC and BCL6 with 3 deaths within them, only 4,3% presenting complete therapeutic response and 16,7% were non-responsive. The mean survival of patients with MYC/BCL6 positivity is 40,667 months with a standard deviation of 2 months, and the median survival is 13 months (p value= 0,000) ( Figure 2) .
As showed the Table 2 , of the total patients in the study group, 3 were triple positive MYC / BCL2/BCL6, of which 2 died, 4,3% have presented complete therapeutic response and 16,7% were non-responsive. Estimated survival rates for patients who had MYC/BCL2/BCL6 positivity was 9,500 months, with a standard deviation of 4,909 months and the median survival was 6,000 months (p value = 0,000) ( Figure 3) .
Relapse was recorded in 50% of MYC/ BCL6 dual positivity, 16,7% of cases with dual positivity MYC/BCL2 and in 33,3% in patients with triple positivity MYC/BCL2/ BCL6.
DISCUSSION
The classification of diffuse large B cell lymphoma has been the subject of dynamic evolution during last decades. Our results highlight the well-known difference between clinic-pathological features and the presence of MYC/BCL6/BCL2 dual and triple expression in diffuse large B cell lymphoma. This type of expression is uncommon but their presence on immunohistochemical stain requires the need for molecular testing due to unfavorable outcome of this group of patients.
The exploratory analysis of patients' age at the time of diagnosis has shown a negative distribution, indicating over 50% of patients older than the median age (57 years), with male predominance, being an independent prognostic factor.
B symptoms were present in 55% of patients, unlike the literature in which 40% of patients with B symptoms are reported. According to the literature, the presence of B symptoms is an independent negative prognostic factor for general survival.
In our study, dual positivity MYC/BCL2, MYC/BCL6 and triple positivity MYC/ BCL6/ BCL2 were correlated with relapses in almost 50% of cases, claiming that this combination is an independent negative factor. Also, we have found worse overall survival than other studies. Multivariable COX analysis showed that dual and triple expression MYC/BCL2/BCL6 correlates with poor survival and also with treatment response and relapse.
In log rank test univariate cox analysis, presence of this dual and triple expression was associated with poor outcome, whereas tumors without this expression showed a better outcome.
The various studies in Western populations and Chinese patients showed that combined scores MYC/BCL2/BCL6 were correlated with low 5 years survival. Johnson et al. reported MYC over expression as a poor predictor at 3 years in patients treated with RCHOP, but not in patients treated with CHOP, with no mechanisms known. This study, supported by clinical trials, confirms that MYC/BCL2, MYC/ BCL6 or MCL/BCL6 dual and triple positivity represent a subset of patients with high risk clinical and pathological aspects and lower survival, and can be used as markers of prognosis for stratification of patients with DLBCL for new therapies [30] [31] [32] .
CONCLUSIONS
All patients with aberrant expression of the three markers should be tested for the prediction of gene translocations 33, 34 . To expand our understanding of dual and triple MYC/BCL2 and BCL6 positivity, more information about genome profiles and cell signaling in larger cohorts is necessary.
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